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10 Use Cases
How financial institutions leverage the security and
TM
flexibility of Virtual StrongBox
Virtual StrongBox enables financial institutions in
sending, receiving and storing sensitive files to complete
transactions. With 20 APIs and superior security
standards, every financial institution can have a unique
strategy for deploying Virtual StrongBox to achieve their
goals.

Personal Data Store
Financial institutions offer Virtual StrongBox
behind online banking as an online safe deposit
box. The solution can be used to store any
documents shared between you and customers
long-term.

Electronic Receipts
Send receipts directly from the teller line to Virtual
StrongBox. Our APIs make it easy to connect with
other vendors to automatically drop documents
directly into a customer's Virtual StrongBox.

Commercial Lending

Mortgage Lending

Commercial lending involves the exchange of
multiple, large documents on a regular basis. Virtual
StrongBox enables the financial institution to
provide a platform for the consumer to regularly
send, store and receive necessary documentation.

Financial service providers have a few options for
sending and receiving the necessary documentation
to complete transactions. Loan officers can collect
documents from potential customers via a share link
or place a closing package in the user's strongbox for
safe-keeping.

Compliance & Exams

Marketing File Sharing

Virtual audits using our secure platform are saving time
and money. Our collaborative share link allows clients to
easily upload and download files for examiners that
keep documents and data secure during the audit.

Marketing departments always need a way to
collaboratively share large files and documents with
colleagues and vendors. Virtual StrongBox is a secure
and easy way to share large files and customer data
with others.
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Retail/Consumer Banking

Wealth Management

This tool is a value-add for financial institutions that
serve small businesses. These valuable customers
can benefit from a tool that allows them to store and
exchange files securely.

Virtual StrongBox provides secure space where
advisors can collaborate with their wealth
management customers, storing essential
documents long-term no matter the location of the
client.

Estate Planning

Account Opening

When Virtual StrongBox is deployed behind Single
Sign-On customers can organize their wills,
investment info and other essential documents so
their executors can find their digital documents all
in one place... Just in case.

Collect additional documentation during new account
opening without the customer having to step foot into
a branch. Our platform allows financial institutions to
follow Know Your Customer (KYC) rules even when
the consumer isn't located nearby.

Interested and Want to Learn More?
Go to www.virtualstrongbox.com/VSBresources to schedule a
conversation or a demo with one of our team members.
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